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Spygate Dan Bongino 2018-10-09 Everyone has an opinion about whether or not Donald Trump colluded
with the Russians to defeat Hillary Clinton in 2016. The number of actors involved is staggering, the
events are complicated, and it’s hard to know who or what to believe. Spygate bypasses opinion and
brings facts together to expose the greatest political scandal in American history. Former Secret Service
agent and NYPD police officer Dan Bongino joins forces with journalist D.C. McAllister to clear away fake
news and show you how Trump’s political opponents, both foreign and domestic, tried to sabotage his
campaign and delegitimize his presidency. By following the names and connections of significant actors,
the authors reveal: • Why the Obama administration sent a spy connected to the Deep State into the
Trump campaign • How Russians were connected to the opposition research firm hired by the Clinton
campaign to find dirt on Trump • How the FBI failed to examine DNC computers after they were hacked,
relying instead on the findings of a private company connected to the DNC and the Obama administraton
• Why British intelligence played a role in building the collusion narrative • What role Ukrainians played in
legitimizing the perception that Trump was conspiring with the Russians • How foreign players in the two
events that kickstarted the Trump-Russia collusion investigation were connected to the Clinton
Foundation, and • What motivated the major actors who sought to frame the Trump campaign and secure
a win for Hillary Clinton
Fraud Eric Eggers 2018-08-07 Can an election be stolen? You bet it can. The intrepid reporter Eric
Eggers has uncovered just how easy it is to cast a fraudulent ballot—canceling out your vote and in some
cases deciding elections. We know—despite official denials—that voter fraud is happening. In fact,
Eggers shows, it’s rampant, and it’s all over the country. Worse, many famous civil rights organizations
encourage voter fraud and frustrate its prosecution. Every proposed voting security measure and every
attempt to enforce existing laws is treated as an attack on the right to vote. But of course, the real threat
to civil rights, free and fair elections, and the rule of law is voter fraud. And in case after shocking case,
Eggers shows how voter fraud is subverting American democracy. In his frightening and thoughtprovoking book, Eggers highlights: • How so-called “progressive” organizations promote and explain
away voter fraud • Why voter fraud is a growing threat—and tied to illegal immigration • How swing states
in national elections could be swung by voter fraud
Focus On: 100 Most Popular American Musical Theatre Actresses Wikipedia contributors
Supporting Safety of Journalists in Afghanistan Alami, Ilias 2019-12-31
Building Sexual Misconduct Cases against Powerful Men Shing-Ling S. Chen 2019-07-01 This book
presents a fine-grained analysis of how the rhetorical and social aspects of rape culture and patriarchy
lead to a pattern of sexual misconduct. Contributors discuss the causes of the pattern, the obstacles to
overcoming it, and potential solutions through a radical feminist lens.
Marketing is Finance is Business Chris Burggraeve 2019-06-08 Are (global) brands dead? Does
marketing still matter? Is there still a "secret sauce” companies can apply to build winning brands in the
future? Chris will show why great marketing is so much more than pretty pictures and Silicon snake oil. In
his first book: ”MARKETING is FINANCE is BUSINESS” (published Dec 18), you will discover the rocket
science behind the creation of marketing miracle$ in the galactic age upon us, in 4 stages 1) Look up:
how to change our mindset from Thinking and Accting "Local/Global" to "Galactic" 2) Get your basic
wings to fly: Understand the key historical models used in marketing and finance - the ones BOTH the

CMO and CFO should know 3) (Re)Discover Burggraeve's 8 Marketing Fundamentals 4) Speak Better
Wall Street - discover Alpha M - the world's first ever marketing model
Guns and College Homicide Stephen K. Boss 2019-01-10 At a time when mass shootings in schools and
other public spaces have become commonplace, it might seem surprising that American college
campuses are not magnets for murderers but sanctuaries from them. Because of remarkably effective
gun-safe policies, deaths by firearms on college campuses are 1,000 times less frequent than in the U.S.
public at large. Drawing on crime data submitted in compliance with the Clery Act and public reports of
those crimes, this study inventories every documented homicide at a U.S. college or university between
2001 and 2016, making a compelling argument for using gun-safe campuses as guides for broader public
safety.
Strategic Mergers in Higher Education Ricardo Azziz 2019-10-29 Addressing numerous critical
questions, this practical guide is aimed at higher education leaders and their boards, the campus leaders
charged with executing transformative mergers, and any policy makers interested in change
management or the future of higher education.
Real-Time & Stream Data Management Wolfram Wingerath 2019-01-02 While traditional databases
excel at complex queries over historical data, they are inherently pull-based and therefore ill-equipped to
push new information to clients. Systems for data stream management and processing, on the other
hand, are natively pushoriented and thus facilitate reactive behavior. However, they do not retain data
indefinitely and are therefore not able to answer historical queries. The book provides an overview over
the different (push-based) mechanisms for data retrieval in each system class and the semantic
differences between them. It also provides a comprehensive overview over the current state of the art in
real-time databases. It sfirst includes an in-depth system survey of today's real-time databases: Firebase,
Meteor, RethinkDB, Parse, Baqend, and others. Second, the high-level classification scheme illustrated
above provides a gentle introduction into the system space of data management: Abstracting from the
extreme system diversity in this field, it helps readers build a mental model of the available options.
Running the Family Firm Laura Clancy 2021-09-28 In recent decades, the global wealth of the rich has
soared to leave huge chasms of wealth inequality. This book argues that we cannot talk about
inequalities in Britain today without talking about the monarchy. Running the Family Firm explores the
postwar British monarchy in order to understand its economic, political, social and cultural functions.
Although the monarchy is usually positioned as a backward-looking, archaic institution and an irrelevant
anachronism to corporate forms of wealth and power, the relationship between monarchy and capitalism
is as old as capitalism itself. This book frames the monarchy as the gold standard corporation: The Firm.
Using a set of case studies – the Queen, Prince Charles, Prince Harry, Kate Middleton and Meghan
Markle – it contends that The Firm’s power is disguised through careful stage management of media
representations of the royal family. In so doing, it extends conventional understandings of what monarchy
is and why it matters.
The Trumping of America Pamela Hines 2018-08 Trump alone is not to blame... How does it reflect on
North American societal values when wealth trumps humanity, selfish individualism trumps compassion,
the need to be entertained and to win trumps the truth, and racism and misogyny are rewarded with the
most powerful position in the world? The political rise of Donald Trump, from the cutthroat Republican
primary process to his move to the White House, has ushered in a new age of politics in the United
States. This is a comprehensive analysis of the events surrounding the 2016 presidential election and the
unprecedented first year of Donald Trump’s presidency. Pamela Hines highlights the growing distortion of
American democracy, which threatens political systems around the world. As a Canadian living just
across the border, Hines provides a unique perspective on the international impact of the election;
explores the roles of religion, racism, nationalism, and gender bias; and critiques the media and its
reckless coverage of Trump’s ascension. The Trump presidency is a wake-up call to citizens of the free
world. Democracy is at risk, yet power remains in the hands of the people. This assault on democracy
can be curtailed only if voters make informed decisions and understand the consequences of their
choices—while they still have the right to choose.
Axis of Resistance Tim Anderson 2020-01-01 his book, Axis of Resistance: towards an independent
Middle East, follows the author’s 2016 book The Dirty War on Syria. It examines the end of the war on
Syria and the wider elements of the regional conflict, in particular the prospects for a democratic
Palestine, the character of the Resistance and the role of Iran. It draws attention to these broad leitmotifs
underpinning each particular history that are key to understanding both the parts and the whole: A single,

essentially colonial impetus drives each particular US aggression from Libya to Afghanistan. These
hybrid wars utilize propaganda offensives, economic siege warfare, terrorist proxies, direct invasions and
military occupations followed by repression via client states. The aim is to keep resistance forces
fragmented. Just as each aggression forms part of a broader Washington strategy, similarly the
integration of the resistance in particular remains critical to its success. The Resistance has a common
character but no idealized personality or ideology. However the common features are a demand for
popular self-determination and for accountable social structures that serve broad social interests.
"Western policy has been worse than a crime it’s been a blunder.Tim Anderson’s epic study shows what
a crime, what a blunder it has been.And how ugly the monster which now stalks the land. My land, your
land, the whole of humanity. It is a must read.” GEORGE GALLOWAY, British politician “Axis of
Resistance will take its place alongside the few books worth reading on how and by whom the flickering
lights of the imperial twilight of ‘the West’ in the Middle East were finally extinguished.” DR. JEREMY
SALT, Middle East historian, former professor Melbourne Universit
Dodgers! Jim Alexander 2022-07-20 In the 1880s, a Brooklyn baseball manager plotted to steal pitching
signs and alert batters with a hidden electrical wire. In 1951, the Brooklyn Dodgers were robbed of a
pennant via a sign-stealing scheme involving a center field office, a telescope and a button connected to
the bullpen phone. In 2017, the Los Angeles Dodgers were robbed of a World Series championship via a
sign-stealing system involving a TV camera, a monitor, a trash can and a bat. History has often repeated
itself around the Dodgers franchise. From their beginnings as the Brooklyn Atlantics to their move from
Flatbush to L.A. and into the 21st Century, the Dodgers have seen heartbreaking losses and stirring
triumphs, broken the color barrier, turned the game into a true coast-to-coast sport and produced many
Hall of Famers, This is their story.
Worldproof Leadership Aynur Do?an 2018-11-22 This book offer an intercultural benchmark on local
leadership practices in no less than twenty-one countries. Our world is internationalising at a fast pace,
and more and more of us choose to find work elsewhere. This title gifs insights around cultural aspects of
leadership through country-specific literature research. This quantitative research was strengthened by a
global online survey about leadership (CCBS Survey, 2018). In total over 2,700 qualified respondents
participated. Text copyright: Adi Hendriks; Agnes So; Aikò Dreesen; Alessandra Neerincx; Alessandro
Asproso; Alexandra Rossman; Amy Bosschieter; Anna van den End; Arash Seyfollahi; Arwin Naziri;
Ashley Scheenloop; Bastian Lamers; Blawal Tariq; Brandon Rustenberg; Brian Torres Rojas; Bryan van
de Groep; Chakib Boulachioukh; ChihHsin Lu (????; Daan Kossen; Dania El Harmouch; Dave Dekker;
Davis Koffie Uesugi; Doeun Park (???); Efrim van Barneveld; Elias Karlström; Elisabetta Ghermandi;
Elizabeth Zakharova; Esmeralda Brank; Eva McLaughlin; Fabiana Krüger; Floor Buikema; Giulia Nasti;
Hans Badu; Ivan Tsjarachtsants; Jamil de Heer; Jan van den Berg; Jasmijn van Beekum; Jasper van
Lente; Jeremy Alberts; Jermaine Jonke; Jeroen van de Weerd; Jevon Ribbens; Jiyeon Seo (???); Joey
Agterberg; Jo-Mairro Burnet; Jordan Simpson; Jossy Valenzuela Morillo; Julia van Winden; Kasane Bos;
Kieran Taylor; Kirsty Czaszewicz; Kristiane Ochaeta; Kylian Kherbache; Lars Eijman; Lea Alejandrino;
Leon van Helden; Leon Zeeuw; Loula van der Sande; Maggie Shen Yingjie (???); Mairead Carter; Marius
de Best; Martijn Awater; Mats Grobben; Mattijn Dam; Maurice Boukhrass; Maxime Woerdeman; Melanie
Straatman; Menno de Baas; Michael Spiegelhoff; Michel Bouman; Michelle Heitmann; Mirre van
Wesemael; Mo Soran; Mohammed El Bouhdifi ( )???? ???????? ; Nicky van der Zwaan; Niek Stoilov;
Olga Maciejewska; Ornela Segunda; Qu?nh Nguy?n Ph?m; Rick Springer; Rik Visser; Robbin Hegeman;
Robin Smid; Roma Kisoenpersad; Ruben Siekman; Sahline Schaaf; Saman Aziz; Sander de Vos; SarahLena Reindl; Savannah van der Ploeg; Shannon Pereira Sanches; Shirley Esquivel Nuñez; Souhaila
Bousmara; Stijn Wichary; Sunny Byun; Sven Dooijeweerd; Tar?k Ceylan; Thijs Keuchenius; Thom Slief;
Thomas de Vijlder; Tiago Salvador Cabrita; Ties Visser; Tim Hofma; Tim Koper; Timo Winkel; Tugba
Güler; Vania Vargas Gallardo; Vay Melis; Vladyslav Zhyhalko (??????? ?????????); William Kallur;
Xiaowen Shirley Chen (???); Yannick Draaijer; Yannick Kuijpers; Yasmin Ehrhardt; Yelyzaveta
Zakharova (????????? ????????); Y?ld?z Cincil; Yorick Verhagen and Youssef Eisawi. Final editors:
Aynur Do?an, Sander Schroevers, Natalia Kempny, Kalin Tsanov and Isabella Venter.
The Oxford Handbook of Digital Technology and Society Professor of Digital Culture Simeon Yates 202008-07 Required reading for anyone interested in the profound relationship between digital technology and
society Digital technology has become an undeniable facet of our social lives, defining our governments,
communities, and personal identities. Yet with these technologies in ongoing evolution, it is difficult to
gauge the full extent of their societal impact, leaving researchers and policy makers with the challenge of

staying up-to-date on a field that is constantly in flux. The Oxford Handbook of Digital Technology and
Society provides students, researchers, and practitioners across the technology and social science
sectors with a comprehensive overview of the foundations for understanding the various relationships
between digital technology and society. Combining robust computer-aided reviews of current literature
from the UK Economic and Social Research Council's commissioned project "Ways of Being in a Digital
Age" with newly commissioned chapters, this handbook illustrates the upcoming research questions and
challenges facing the social sciences as they address the societal impacts of digital media and
technologies across seven broad categories: citizenship and politics, communities and identities,
communication and relationships, health and well-being, economy and sustainability, data and
representation, and governance and security. Individual chapters feature important practical and ethical
explorations into topics such as technology and the aging, digital literacies, work-home boundary,
machines in the workforce, digital censorship and surveillance, big data governance and regulation, and
technology in the public sector. The Oxford Handbook of Digital Technology and Society will equip
readers with the necessary starting points and provocations in the field so that scholars and policy
makers can effectively assess future research, practice, and policy.
The United States and Asia Robert G. Sutter 2019-11-15 Now in a fully revised and updated edition, this
cogent book provides an overview of the historical context and enduring patterns of U.S. relations with
Asia. Noted scholar Robert G. Sutter offers a balanced analysis of post–Cold War dynamics in Asia,
which involve interrelated questions of security, economics, national identity, and regional institution
building. He demonstrates how these critical concerns manifest a complex mix of realist, liberal, and
constructivist tendencies that define the regional order. He describes how the United States has
responded to Asia’s growing strength and importance while at the same time trying to maintain its leading
position as an Asian power despite China’s rising influence. Considering the most important transition in
American policy toward Asia since the end of the Cold War, Sutter assesses the growing U.S.-China
rivalry that now dominates both regional dynamics in the Asia-Pacific and U.S. policy in the region.
Disasterology Samantha Montano 2021-08-03 Part memoir, part expert analysis, Disasterology is a
passionate and personal account of a country in crisis—one unprepared to deal with the disasters of
today and those looming in our future. With temperatures rising and the risk of disasters growing, our
world is increasingly vulnerable. Most people see disasters as freak, natural events that are
unpredictable and unpreventable. But that simply isn’t the case – disasters are avoidable, but when they
do strike, there are strategic ways to manage the fallout. In Disasterology, Dr. Montano, a disaster
researcher, brings readers with her on an eye-opening journey through some of our worst disasters,
helping readers make sense of what really happened from a emergency management perspective. She
explains why we aren’t doing enough to prevent or prepare for disasters, the critical role of media, and
how our approach to recovery was not designed to serve marginalized communities. Now that climate
change is contributing to the disruption of ecosystems and worsening disasters, Dr. Montano offers a
preview of what will happen to our communities if we don’t take aggressive, immediate action. In a
section devoted to the COVID-19 pandemic, what is thus far our generation’s most deadly disaster, she
casts light on the many decisions made behind closed doors that failed to protect the public. A deeply
moving and timely narrative that draws on Dr. Montano's first-hand experience in emergency
management, Disasterology is essential reading for anyone who wants to understand how our country
handles disasters, and how we can better face them together.
Law and Justice around the World Mikaila Mariel Lemonik Arthur 2020-02-25 Law and Justice around the
World is designed to introduce students to comparative law and justice, including cross-national
variations in legal and justice systems as well as global and international justice. The book draws
students into critical discussions of justice around the world today by: taking a broad perspective on law
and justice rather than limiting its focus to criminal justice systems examining topics of global concern,
including governance, elections, environmental regulations, migration and refugee status, family law, and
others focusing on a diverse set of global examples, from Europe, North America, East Asia, and
especially the global south, and comparing the United States law and justice system to these other
nations continuing to cover core topics such as crime, law enforcement, criminal courts, and punishment
including chapter goals to define learning outcomes sharing case studies to help students apply concepts
to real life issues Instructor resources include discussion questions; suggested readings, films, and web
resources; a test bank; and chapter-by-chapter PowerPoint slides with full-color maps and graphics. By
widening the comparative lens to include nations that are often completely ignored in research and

teaching, the book paints a more realistic portrait of the different ways in which countries define and
pursue justice in a globalized, interconnected world.
Middle East Politics and International Relations Shahram Akbarzadeh 2022-10-31 Continuing civil wars
and humanitarian crises, coupled with a changing geopolitical dynamic, highlighted by increased Russian
and Chinese presence in the Middle East, call for new thinking. What happens in the Middle East has
major global repercussions. This second edition of the ground-breaking textbook Middle East Politics and
International Relations: Crisis Zone provides a comprehensive overview of contemporary Middle East
politics. The book traces the roots of recent events across the region’s modern history, enabling readers
to appreciate both the significance of such events and the importance of history in influencing their
outcomes. Structured chronologically, with updated stand-alone chapters containing history, context and
contemporary analyses, this edition examines a series of interconnected themes and issues, including
external intervention, political manifestations of Islam, the role of political authority, nationalism, selfdetermination and human rights. The book provides a valuable teaching tool, both in its content and
structure. Students will gain a deeper understanding of a changed Middle East and the evolving role of
states and non-state actors in the region.
The Politically Incorrect Guide to Immigration John Zmirak 2018-05-21 The crime statistics. The jobs. The
inflated welfare state. The terror threats. The Politically Incorrect Guide to Immigration shines cold light
on America's out-of-control immigration problem with real-life stories and incontrovertible evidence.
Emotions and Virtues in Feature Writing Jennifer Martin 2021-03-22 This book provides an important and
original way of understanding how journalists use emotion to communicate to readers, posing the
deceptively simple question, ‘how do journalists make us feel something when we read their work?’.
Martin uses case-studies of award-winning magazine-style features to illuminate how some of the best
writers of literary journalism give readers the gift of experiencing a range of perspectives and emotions in
the telling of a single story. Part One of this book discusses the origins and development of narrative
journalism and introduces a new theoretical framework, the Virtue Paradigm, and a new textual analysis
tool, the Virtue Map. Part Two includes three case-studies of prize-winning journalism, demonstrating
how the Virtue Paradigm and the Virtue Map provide fresh insight into narrative journalism and the
ongoing conversation of what it means to live well together in community.
The Circular Economy Handbook Peter Lacy 2019-12-31 Can we align global production and
consumption systems with sustainability? Can business growth actually lead to a healthier planet? Can
companies innovate through the circular economy to create competitive advantage and genuine impact?
Waste to Wealth proved that the emerging circular economy advantage exists – now Lacy, Long and
Spindler show you how to realize it at speed and scale in The Circular Economy Handbook. We stand at
a crossroads, with rising geopolitical and geo-economic tensions, massive technological change and a
host of social and environmental challenges. We are pushing planetary boundaries to their limits, with
climate change and threats to biodiversity and oceans as just a few examples. Significant impacts are
already being felt, and both people and planet face potentially catastrophic and irreversible
consequences if we don’t urgently change our global model and systems. Our current linear “take, make,
waste” models of production and consumption will not be sustainable in a world of some 9 billion people
by 2050, especially with ever-expanding rates of consumption. Thriving within these dynamics demands
more than incremental adjustments to business-as-usual. The circular economy offers a powerful means
to decouple growth from use of scarce and harmful resources, enabling greater production and
consumption with fewer negative environmental impacts—at the same time, making companies more
innovative and competitive. In fact, this book shows that $4.5 trillion in economic value is at stake.
Delivering on the promise of a circular economy demands impact and scale, extending through value
chains and, ultimately, disrupting the entire economic system. In The Circular Economy Handbook, the
authors illuminate the path from insight to action, from linear to circular. With case studies, advice and
practical guidance, they show leaders how to pivot towards a holistic circular organization, embedding
circularity internally and delivering broad-based system change. With unique insights across business
models, technologies, and industries – featuring stories and real-world examples from circular pioneers –
this book is the essential guide to help companies become leaders in the movement to secure the
circular economy advantage.
Gold Is A Better Way Adam Baratta 2018-09-16 The shocking truth about where the markets are headed
and why owning physical gold—not paper assets—is a far better strategy to building real wealth. An
indispensable resource for the everyday investor, Gold Is A Better Way turns the strategies

recommended by Wall Street on their head and makes the case for a return to sound investing. Adam
Baratta strips away all the confusion and complexities surrounding investing and breaks down investment
concepts and the simple fundamentals driving markets. He provides a roadmap for how to win at the
game of investing and, more importantly, explains the “why” so readers can continue to win. Everyday
investors gain tools that allow them to know with certainty they are making sound investment decisions,
as well as an understanding of where to diversify investments that have historically performed well. There
is a massive environmental shift happening in financial markets. Interest rates are rising and what has
been very easy for investors in the past is about to become very hard. Everything people think they know
about investing is being turned on its head. It's time to change investing behavior. “A fresh new voice in
the world of gold . . . Baratta’s book and cutting edge platform make the undeniable case why gold
demands consideration in every portfolio.” —ZeroHedge
LGBTQ Politics in Nicaragua Karen Kampwirth 2022-06-21 The modern political tumult of Nicaragua
includes revolution, dictatorship, and social movements. LGBTQ Politics in Nicaragua explores the untold
stories of the LGBTQ community of Nicaragua and its role in the recent political history of the country.
Karen Kampwirth is a renowned scholar of the Nicaraguan Revolution, who has been writing at the
intersection of gender and politics for decades. In this chronological telling of the last fifty years of political
history in Nicaragua, Kampwirth deploys a critical new lens: understanding politics from the perspective
of the country’s LGBTQ community. Kampwirth details the gay and lesbian guerrillas in the 1960s and
1970s, Nicaragua’s first openly gay television wizard in the 1980s, and the attempts by LGBTQ
revolutionaries to create a civil rights movement and the subsequent squashing of that movement by the
ruling Sandinista party. She analyzes the shifting political alliances, the rise of strong feminist and
LGBTQ movements in Nicaragua, and the attempts by the administration of Daniel Ortega to co-opt and
control these movements. Ultimately, this is a story of struggle and defeat, progress and joy. This timely
book provides a well-documented review of LGBTQ politics in modern Nicaragua, helping us to see the
Sandinista Revolution and its ongoing aftermath in a new light.
Why We Serve NMAI 2020-09-15 Rare stories from more than 250 years of Native Americans' service in
the military Why We Serve commemorates the 2020 opening of the National Native American Veterans
Memorial at the Smithsonian National Museum of the American Indian, the first landmark in Washington,
DC, to recognize the bravery and sacrifice of Native veterans. American Indians' history of military
service dates to colonial times, and today, they serve at one of the highest rates of any ethnic group.
Why We Serve explores the range of reasons why, from love of their home to an expression of their
warrior traditions. The book brings fascinating history to life with historical photographs, sketches,
paintings, and maps. Incredible contributions from important voices in the field offer a complex
examination of the history of Native American service. Why We Serve celebrates the unsung legacy of
Native military service and what it means to their community and country.
Asian Children’s Literature and Film in a Global Age Bernard Wilson 2020-03-06 This volume provides a
key analysis of Asian children’s literature and film and creates a dialogue between East and West and
between the cultures from which they emerge, within the complex symbiosis of their local, national and
transnational frameworks. In terms of location and content the book embraces a broad scope, including
contributions related to the Asian-American diaspora, China, India, Indonesia, Iran, Japan, Malaysia, the
Philippines, South Korea, Sri Lanka, and Taiwan. Individually and collectively, these essays broach
crucial questions: What elements of Asian literature and film make them distinctive, both within their own
specific culture and within the broader Asian area? What aspects link them to these genres in other parts
of the world? How have they represented and shaped the societies and cultures they inhabit? What
moral codes do they address, underpin, or contest? The volume provides further voice to the increasingly
diverse and fascinating output of the region and emphasises the importance of Asian art forms as
depictions of specific cultures but also of their connection to broader themes in children’s texts, and
scholarship within this field.
The Scandalous Presidency of Barack Obama Matt Margolis 2018-04-03 “I’m proud of the fact that [...]
we’re probably the first administration in modern history that hasn’t had a major scandal in the White
House.” So President Barack Obama boldly declared before leaving office, and numerous times since.
But is it true? Not according to Matt Margolis, bestselling co-author of The Worst President in History:
The Legacy of Barack Obama. Margolis lays out the details of literally dozens of Obama administration
scandals that have been ignored, downplayed, or covered-up by the mainstream media. From “Fast and
Furious,” to the illegal IRS targeting of conservative groups, to the recent NSA spying outrage, Margolis

makes a powerful case that the Obama years represented nearly a decade of lawless and abusive
governance. While Obama and his allies attempt to spin the narrative that his presidency represented a
time of pristine politics, it’s critically important that Americans understand the truth—Barack Obama
brought to Washington corrupt Chicago-machine politics of cronyism and corporate payoffs, combined
with audacious Alinskyite tactics aimed at dividing Americans and destroying his opponents. Obama’s
legacy will be discussed and debated for decades. But in the early months after he left office, more
scandals have been uncovered—most notably an illegal scheme of using the NSA to spy on his political
opponents and the frightening decision to block the prosecution of Iranian-backed terrorists. Far from
being a virtuous New Camelot, the Obama administration abused its power like few others.
Igniting Justice and Progressive Power David B. Reynolds 2021-06-22 A progressive resurgence is
happening across the United States. This book shows how long-lasting coalitions have built progressive
power from the regional level on up. Anchored by the "think and act" affiliate organizations of the
Partnership for Working Families (PWF) these regional power building projects are putting in place the
vision, policy agenda, political savvy, and grassroots mobilization needed for progressive governance.
Through six sections, the book explores how Partnership for Working Families projects are a core part of
the defeat of the right-wing in states such as California; the challenge to corporate neoliberalism in
traditionally "liberal" areas; and contests for power in such formally solid red states as Arizona, Georgia,
and Colorado. This book considers how these PWF groups work on economic, racial and environmental
justice challenges, equitable development, and other critical issues. It addresses how, at their core, they
bring together labor, community, environmental, and faith-based organizations and the coalitions and
campaigns that they developed have won and continue to win substantial victories for their communities.
Igniting Justice and Progressive Power will be of interest to activists and concerned citizens looking to
understand how lasting political change actually happens as well as all scholars and students of social
work, urban geography, political sociology, community development, social movements and political
science more broadly.
INCEESS 2020 Putri Anggun Sari 2021-01-18 InCEESS is an international conference hosted by Pelita
Bangsa University. This conference is arranged to become an annual conference making room for
scholars and practitioners in the area of Engineering, ICT, Management, and all research in Social
Science and Humanities to share their thoughts, knowledge, and recent researches in the field of study
(https://inceess.pelitabangsa.ac.id/).
The Innovation Complex Sharon Zukin 2020 New York is rapidly changing in response to a new
economy, but startups, tech workers, and venture capital are not visible unless you know where to look
for them--in old industrial neighborhoods, on the waterfront, and at events like hackathons and meetups.
In The Innovation Complex, Sharon Zukin shows the people and places that shape the urban tech
economy, making cities more successful for businesses yet in some ways less livable.
Cultural Tourism in the Wake of Web Innovation: Emerging Research and Opportunities McDonald, J.
Scott 2019-06-14 Cultural tourism, domestic and international, is comprised of travel that takes people
out of their usual environments and focuses on activities that are related to the cultural aspects of an
area. Rapid progress in technology, especially the advancement of mobile applications, has changed
various aspects of travel, especially in areas such as transportation. Cultural Tourism in the Wake of Web
Innovation: Emerging Research and Opportunities is an essential scholarly book that examines
revolutionary changes taking place in the field of cultural tourism that are a result of the applications of
web-based and other information technologies including Web 2.0 innovations, locational technologies,
and digital imaging. It features a wide range of topics such as economic development, mobile
applications, and green development, and is intended for use by hotel management, travel agents, event
organizers and planners, airline managers, academicians, researchers, students, and professionals in
the tourism and hospitality industry.
Getting the Climate Science Facts Right Medani P. Bhandari 2022-09-01 Getting the Climate Science
Facts Right - discusses climate change science with reference to the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate
Change (IPCC). Addressing climate change is the most important public priority of the 21st Century.
Unlike many issues, however, this issue is being driven by both science and its interface with politics.
The main institution for bridging this division between science and international politics is the IPCC. As
such it is the main source of the facts from which climate change policy is developed. This book
describes the ways in which the IPCC arrives at these facts and so can be sure they are complete and
evidence based.Seldom in history has science had such a direct relationship with politics. The

negotiation of an international policy regime requires, at its outset, an agreement on the facts. In this
case, the facts are scientific, complex and contentious. Governments have recognized this and have, by
using the IPCC, set up institutional machinery to provide facts from a source and in a manner that they
can accept.The way in which the IPCC functions is unique in that it melds the way in which science
achieves consensus with the way governments do at the international level. Starting with a process to
examine, review and debate scientific findings leading to a consensus about scientific fact, usually
expressed as probabilities that the findings will hold over time, the IPCC then concludes by using the kind
of consensus-development mechanism that the United Nations typically uses to achieve agreements
leading to the formation of policy regimes.The book examines the structure of the IPCC, its composition
and its procedures in order to achieve an understanding of its role and future.
Developing a Cybersecurity Immune System for Industry 4.0 Sergei Petrenko 2022-09-01 Cyber immune
systems try to mimic the adaptive immune system of humans and animals because of its capability to
detect and fend off new, unseen pathogens. Today's current cyber security systems provide an effective
defense mechanism against known cyber-attacks but are not so good when it comes to defending
against unknown attacks. This book describes the possible development and organization of self-healing
computing based on cyber immunity techniques and aimed at working in the new realm of Industry 4.0.
Industry 4.0 is the trend towards automation and data exchange in manufacturing technologies and
processes which include cyber-physical systems (CPS), the internet of things (IoT), industrial internet of
things (IIOT), cloud computing, cognitive computing and artificial intelligence. The book describes the
author’s research and development of cyber-immunity systems that will prevent the destruction of critical
information infrastructure by future unknown cyber-attacks and thus avoid the significant or catastrophic
consequences of such attacks. The book is designed for undergraduate and post-graduate students, for
engineers in related fields as well as managers of corporate and state structures, chief information
officers (CIO), chief information security officers (CISO), architects, and research engineers in the field of
cybersecurity. This book contains four chapters1. Cyber Immunity Concept of the Industry 4.0; 2.
Mathematical Framework for Immune Protection of Industry 4.0; 3. Trends and prospects of the
development of Immune Protection of Industry 4.0; 4. From detecting cyber-attacks to self-healing
Industry 4.0;
The Digital Age and Its Discontents Matteo Stocchetti 2020-08-11 Three decades into the ‘digital age’,
the promises of emancipation of the digital ‘revolution’ in education are still unfulfilled. Furthermore,
digitalization seems to generate new and unexpected challenges – for example, the unwarranted
influence of digital monopolies, the radicalization of political communication, and the facilitation of mass
surveillance, to name a few. This volume is a study of the downsides of digitalization and the reorganization of the social world that seems to be associated with it. In a critical perspective, technological
development is not a natural but a social process: not autonomous from but very much dependent upon
the interplay of forces and institutions in society. While influential forces seek to establish the idea that
the practices of formal education should conform to technological change, here we support the view that
education can challenge the capitalist appropriation of digital technology and, therefore, the nature and
direction of change associated with it. This volume offers its readers intellectual prerequisites for critical
engagement. It addresses themes such as Facebook’s response to its democratic discontents, the
pedagogical implications of algorithmic knowledge and quantified self, as well as the impact of
digitalization on academic profession. Finally, the book offers some elements to develop a vision of the
role of education: what should be done in education to address the concerns that new communication
technologies seem to pose more risks than opportunities for freedom and democracy.
Legal Change in Post-Communist States Kaja Solomon, Peter Gadowska 2019-09-30 Reformers had
high hopes that the end of communism in Eastern Europe and the former Soviet Union would lead to
significant improvements in legal institutions and the role of law in public administration. However, the
cumulative experience of 25 years of legal change since communism has been mixed, marked by
achievements and failures, advances and moves backward. This book—written by a team of socio-legal
scholars—probes the nuances of this process and starts the process to explain them. It covers
developments across the former Soviet Union and Eastern Europe, and it deals with both legal
institutions (courts and police) and accountability to law in public administration, including anti-corruption
activities. In explaining their findings, the authors probe the impact of such factors as the type of political
regime (democratic to authoritarian), international influences (such as the European Union), and culture
(legal and political). The volume’s contributors are: Mihaela Serban, Kim Lane Scheppele, Kriszta

Kovacs, Alexei Trochev, Peter Solomon, Olga Semukhina, Maria Popova, Vincent Post. Marina
Zaloznaya, William Reisinger, Vicki Hesli Claypool, Kaja Gadowska, and Elena Bogdanova.
India’s Hegemonic Design in Bangladesh Q M Jalal Khan 2021-02-25 India is a postcolonial Third World
country, rather a conglomerate of diverse nations, who either became parts of a 'mega nation' at the time
of the Partition, by default; or were coerced into joining the artificial, fractured entity. Kashmir, Hyderabad,
Goa, Mysore, and several other princely states are examples of territories grabbed by New Delhi. The
real India--as opposed to the so-called 'Shining India'-is where about 70% people are neglected and
about 35% people are below poverty line. The Seven Sisters in the northeast (Arunachal, Assam,
Manipur, Meghalaya, Mizoram, Nagaland, Sikkim, and Tripura) are completely different from the rest of
the country, both in economic and political terms. Rest of the world looks at India as 1.3-billion-man
market. Interestingly, while educated and well-versed Indian strategic thinkers do not believe their
country has the potentials to become a superpower, ever, sections of Indian politicians and Hindu
nationalists - suffering from the delusion of grandeur - want their country to become an empire, as it once
existed in the ancient period, stretching, broadly speaking, from Afghanistan to Indonesia, as also dreamt
by Nehru. However, while India cannot make peace with itself, with its own diverse nations - some
nurturing centrifugal tendencies - its BJP-RSS supported hegemonic 'Akhand Bharat' designs in the
neighbouring countries are bound to backfire. Seemingly, India will have to cede some territories to China
in the south of the disputed McMohan Line, eventually! In any case, India, since the first electoral victory
by the proponents of Hindutva Fascism under Atal Bihari Vajpayee in 1998, and especially since the
second round of victory under Narendra Modi in 2014, has almost become a totalitarian Hindu State with
the façade of parliamentary democracy. Amendments of citizenship laws, the National Register of
Citizens (NRC), 2003 and the Citizenship Amendment Act, 2019 are grossly prejudiced against Indian
Muslims. Millions of them have already been earmarked as intruders from Bangladesh and Pakistan. The
marginalization of Muslims in India - like the Nazi social exclusion of the Jews in Germany - is the first
major step towards India's transformation into a full-fledged proto-fascist country. Meanwhile, the ongoing
violent physical attacks on Muslims and demonizing Islam and India's Muslim rulers have become the
norms in Modi's India. The Hindutva fascists not only publicly declare to undo the Partition of 1947, but
also have virtually turned Bangladesh into a client state by installing the pro-Indian puppet regime under
the Awami League of Sheikh Hasina in 2008. It goes without saying that the Hasina-led Awami regime,
while being a bootlicking Indian lackey, is an utterly corrupt, overwhelmingly oppressive, and widely
election-rigging fascist regime at home in Bangladesh. The combined result is an unfailing demonstration
that the long-term consequences of the rise of Hindutva fascism are going to be disastrous not only for
India, but also the smaller neighbours like Bangladesh, Nepal, Bhutan, Tibet, Burma, and Sri Lanka.
Introducing Vigilant Audiences Daniel Trottier 2020-10-15 Ever since the exposure of the Kitten Killer of
Hangshou captured the imagination of online communities world-wide, vigilantism and digilantism has
come to the fore as an emerging and poignant issue. In their book Introducing Vigilant Audiences Daniel
Trottier and colleagues (and contributors) have produced an excellent and throughtful ‘must read’ for all
who are studying vigilantism, or just interested in it. Prof. David Wall, University of Leeds This is a
collection of cutting edge and thoughtful case studies of global digital vigilantism that advances this
emerging and increasingly important field in useful and intriguing ways. Prof. Michael Pfeifer, City
University of New York This ground-breaking collection of essays examines the scope and
consequences of digital vigilantism – a phenomenon emerging on a global scale, which sees digital
audiences using social platforms to shape social and political life. Longstanding forms of moral scrutiny
and justice seeking are disseminated through our contemporary media landscape, and researchers are
increasingly recognising the significance of societal impacts effected by digital media. The authors
engage with a range of cross-disciplinary perspectives in order to explore the actions of a vigilant digital
audience – denunciation, shaming, doxing – and to consider the role of the press and other public figures
in supporting or contesting these activities. In turn, the volume illuminates several tensions underlying
these justice seeking activities – from their capacity to reproduce categorical forms of discrimination, to
the diverse motivations of the wider audiences who participate in vigilant denunciations. This timely
volume presents thoughtful case studies drawn both from high-profile Anglo-American contexts, and from
developments in regions that have received less coverage in English-language scholarship. It is
distinctive in its focus on the contested boundary between policing and entertainment, and on the various
contexts in which the desire to seek retribution converges with the desire to consume entertainment.
Introducing Vigilant Audiences will be of great value to researchers and students of sociology, politics,

criminology, critical security studies, and media and communication. It will be of further interest to those
who wish to understand recent cases of citizen-led justice seeking in their global context.
Understanding Environmental Pollution Marquita K. Hill 2020-06-30 Thoroughly updated new edition of
this undergraduate textbook examines environmental pollution from our homes to the global environment.
FIRE AND FURE: The Russian Dossier Christopher Steel et al
Organizing the 1% William K. Carroll 2018-12-06T00:00:00Z Canada is ruled by an organized minority of
the 1%, a class of corporate owners, managers and bankers who amass wealth by controlling the large
corporations at the core of the economy. But corporate power also reaches into civil society and politics
in many ways that greatly constrain democracy. In Organizing the 1%, William K. Carroll and J.P.
Sapinski provide a unique, evidence-based perspective on corporate power in Canada and illustrate the
various ways it directs and shapes economic, political and cultural life. A highly accessible introduction to
Marxist political economy, Carroll and Sapinski delve into the capitalist economic system at the root of
corporate wealth and power and analyze the ways the capitalist class dominates over contemporary
Canadian society. The authors illustrate how corporate power perpetuates inequality and injustice. They
follow the development of corporate power through Canadian history, from its roots in settler-colonialism
and the dispossession of Indigenous peoples from their land, to the concentration of capital into giant
corporations in the late nineteenth century. More recently, capitalist globalization and the consolidation of
a market-driven neoliberal regime have dramatically enhanced corporate power while exacerbating social
and economic inequalities. The result is our current oligarchic order, where power is concentrated in a
few corporations that are controlled by the super-wealthy and organized into a cohesive corporate elite.
Finally, Carroll and Sapinski offer possibilities for placing corporate power where it actually belongs: in
the dustbin of history.
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